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Abstract
While there is evidence about labor market discrimination based on race, religion, and gender,
we know little about whether physical appearance leads to discrimination in labor market
outcomes. We deploy a randomized experiment on 1,000 respondents in India between April
and May 2020 to investigate how “looks” affect labor market outcomes. Using machine
learning and computer face rendering techniques, we simulate North, South, and Northeastern Indian faces and randomize two waves of treatments where we attach faces with
otherwise identical CVs. However, the second wave also contains a vignette where we provide
respondents with information about the incidence of discrimination. We focus on Northeastern Indian faces that resemble those in China to focus on the potential for discrimination
that has historically been present in anecdotal accounts. While we do not find evidence of
discrimination against North-eastern faces in the first wave, we do so in the second among
those who do not see the vignette. We provide suggestive evidence that these results are
consistent with the presence of homophily under limited attention.
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Introduction

Does physical appearance lead to discrimination in labor market outcomes? While there is a rich
literature on labor market discrimination based on observables, such as race (Younkin and Kuppuswamy, 2017; Cui et al., 2020) and gender (Brooks et al., 2014; Jensen et al., 2018), there is
less evidence on the effect of appearance on labor market mobility. Given the potentially heightened discrimination following the COVID-19 pandemic based on individuals’ “Asian or Chinese”
physical appearance (Kambhampaty and Sakaguchi, 2020), coupled with the urgency for millions
of individuals to return to work, understanding how behavioral biases related to discrimination
affect matching in the labor market has never been more important (Akerlof, 1985).
To investigate the potential effects of discrimination based on physical appearance during a
time of crisis, we ran an experiment on MTurk in India. India is an interesting context to study
discrimination based on physical appearance for several reasons. First, because of its proximity to
China and recent skirmishes between the two nations, India witnessed anti-China protests in 2020.
Second, because COVID-19 originated in Wuhan, China, India was particularly exposed to antiChinese sentiment that may have surfaced in other parts of the world. Third and most importantly,
there is anecdotal evidence that even prior to the pandemic, a group of Indians, i.e. North-eastern
Indians with more Chinese-looking physical features, have been subject to discrimination when
they migrated for work to locations in Northern and Southern India (Anand, 2020).1 Despite
this anecdotal evidence, to the best of our knowledge, there is no rigorous empirical evidence
1

Even prior to the pandemic and the recent tensions between the two countries, there is anecdotal evidence that North-eastern Indians have faced discriminatory outcomes in the rest of the country due to their
physical appearance and facial features more closely resembling those of Chinese faces and features (Sugden, 2012). As a Wall Street Journal article reports, in August 2012, there was an exodus when thousands
of migrant Northeastern Indians left Bangalore to return to their hometowns, fearing their safety. Source:
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10000872396390443324404577595733604592276
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related to whether North-eastern Indians face discrimination in labor market outcomes and/or are
constrained in their ability to migrate to other parts of India for work. This paper attempts to fill
this gap and provide such causal evidence. We focus specifically on the information technology
(IT) sector because hiring in it is based on well-known and homogeneous preferences for technical
skills.2 These features provide an opportunity to isolate the role of discrimination based on physical
appearance, rather than heterogeneity that could be correlated with demographic factors.
The first part of the paper describes the methodology behind our implementation of a randomized controlled experiment on MTurk. We recruit over 1,000 respondents in India who are asked
to serve as stand-in hiring managers at IT firms, ranking candidates from two sets of three CVs
that they are provided with. Importantly, our sample of MTurkers mirror the regional and gender
distribution of IT workers and HR managers in India. To create the CVs being evaluated, we
construct 18 AI-generated photographs. These “synthetic faces” are created by extracting facial
features, like complexion, and rendering and superimposing permutations of them on real photographs of individuals from North, South and North-east India. Using machine learning methods,
we validate that these synthetic faces indeed match their regional groups and that North-eastern
faces are more similar to Chinese faces. We construct two sets of randomized CVs: (i) 108 algorithmically generated CVs without a photograph, and (ii) 108 algorithmically generated CVs with
a photograph. Our algorithmically generated CVs are created in groups of six and are statistically
indistinguishable from one another with respect to gender and, most importantly, education and
experience. To ensure that respondents do not discriminate differently based on names, we select
“pan-Indian” names that are used by individuals across India and ethnic groups, allowing us to
2

Unlike other sectors that rely heavily on intangible skills, entry jobs in the IT sector of India follow a standard
hiring process. For example, better schools and technical capabilities are recognized over other factors (Rajan,
2015). Moreover, employer preferences are known among prospective employees.
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avoid the possibility that a respondent simply infers a simulated candidate’s ethnicity based on
the association between names and regions (Lewison and Kundra, 2008).
In the first wave of treatment, our experimental subjects see either three indistinguishable CVs
without photographs (control group) or three indistinguishable CVs with photographs (treatment
group) that reflect variation in physical appearance alone. In other words, the treatment group
sees three otherwise indistinguishable CVs, where the first CV has the (synthetic) face of a North
Indian man (woman), the second CV has the face of a South Indian man (woman) and the third
CV has the face of a North-east Indian man (woman). Since the control group sees no faces, we
can estimate the causal effect of seeing a North-eastern face on the probability that the respondent
ranks the North-eastern face as their top ranked candidate from the three resumes.
In the second wave of treatment, for both the treated and control groups, we introduce a second
intervention that provides respondents with a vignette that raises awareness about discrimination
to assess how the provision of information alters possible bias. While half of the treatment and
control groups are shown the vignette, the remainder of treatment and control groups is shown a
placebo. We subsequently ask all respondents to rank another set of CVs. Like the first round, the
control group is shown a set of indistinguishable CVs and the treatment group is shown another set
of indistinguishable CVs with three new AI-generated faces all of the same gender, but retaining
regional variation. In summary, we design the study as a two-wave experiment for the following
reason: the first wave of treatment is designed to estimate a baseline effect of discrimination
against North-eastern faces and the second round of treatment is designed to estimate whether
sensitizing experimental subjects to information related to bias differentially affects the patterns of
bias for the treatment versus control groups and ascertain the source of these changes in rankings.
The second part of the paper presents our results. To our surprise, the first wave of treatment
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shows no statistically significant evidence of discrimination: while North-eastern faces have a 3%
lower probability of being ranked first, these differences are indistinguishable from zero. However,
in the second wave of treatment following the vignette, we find that North-eastern faces are 6%
less likely to be ranked first, which is statistically significant at the 1% level. Moreover, these
effects are concentrated among those who do not see the vignette: among those who see a face,
the vignette more than offsets the potential for discrimination against North-eastern faces.
The third part of the paper investigates the mechanism behind the surprising result of no bias
in round one, but bias in round two. Here, we present several results. Conditional on seeing a face,
respondents allocate twice as much time to evaluating the faces in round one, relative to round two.
We again condition on seeing a face on the CVs, finding that individuals who switch from ranking
a North-eastern face as their first choice in round one to not ranking the North-eastern face as
their top choice in round two of the experiment are more likely to be the same ethnicity as their
preferred candidate in the second round of treatment. In other words, in round two, “switchers”
are more likely to choose faces belonging to their own region. We also find that these “switchers”
are less (more) likely to allocate time to evaluating the faces in round two (one). While we cannot
isolate the underlying mechanism with certainty, these results suggest that time constraints, even
if self-imposed, may amplify biases (Bartos et al., 2016), including preference towards individuals
like ourselves (McPherson et al., 2001; Rubineau and Fernandez, 2013).
To further investigate the role of homophily, we scrape over 2,000 images from the recruiting
and leadership pages on the websites for the largest 100 Indian firms. Using our machine learning
algorithm, we categorize the images by regional ethnic groups. While we find a greater concentration of North-eastern faces among firms located in the North-east, firms located in the North and
South are systematically less likely to show North-eastern faces. In contrast, firms located in the
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North-east are no more likely to show Northern or Southern faces, relative to their counterparts.
This finding provides some measure of external validity to our experimental findings.
This paper contributes to the well-known literature on the presence of discrimination and its
effects on workers. These studies often make use of randomized experiments that hold constant the
quality of the employee or candidate, but alter a feature, such as race (Younkin and Kuppuswamy,
2017; Cui et al., 2020) and gender (Brooks et al., 2014; Jensen et al., 2018), through a presented
resume or other description. Building on some recent evidence on the importance of physical
appearance for callback rates (Ruffle and Shtudiner, 2014) and venture capital investment (Brooks
et al., 2014), we not only provide further evidence on when looks can matter, but also suggest a
potential mechanism relating to homophily and limited attention. We focus on India because of
motivating evidence that North-eastern Indians face frequent discrimination due to their physical
appearance and Mongoloid facial features (Haokip, 2020). Especially with the acceleration of
remote work during the pandemic (Brynjolfsson et al., 2020), understanding the role of matching
frictions in the labor market when employers and prospective employees have fewer opportunities
to meet face-to-face, and recruiters might make hiring decisions by sifting through digital resumes
(as simulated in our experiment), has never been more important.
We also provide a methodological contribution to the literature on ethnic studies and migration.
While many papers have used names to identify ethnicity or gender study discrimination (Foley
and Kerr, 2013; Jensen et al., 2018; Choudhury and Kim, 2020), we apply computer imaging and
machine learning techniques to construct simulated faces and code ethnicity of real faces scraped
from the web-pages of Indian companies. This approach offers substantial advantages over namebased ethnicity classification, especially since ethnic migrants might adopt an English-sounding
name and the probability of doing so could vary in unobserved ways with individual characteristics.

6

Finally, we contribute to large behavioral economics literature that quantifies inconsistencies in
human decision-making and their personal and aggregate costs. Since at least Kahneman (2003),
one potential explanation for these inconsistencies is the presence of bounded rationality: decisionmaking limited by the information that an individual has available. Economists (Kahneman, 2013)
and psychologists (Baron, 2007) alike point out that cognitive biases can arise, particularly when
decisions are made under pressure and/or uncertainty (Bartos et al., 2016). In this sense, some of
the discrimination observed in the market is not simply statistical—that is, a “rationale response”
(e.g., see Rubineau and Kang (2012)). We focus on the time respondents allocate towards filling
out each page on the survey as a proxy for attentiveness, finding that MTurk respondents are
more likely to discriminate against North-eastern faces when they are under (self-imposed) time
pressure. However, consistent with emerging evidence that behavioral biases can be mitigated
through the provision of information (Younkin and Kuppuswamy, 2017; Gee, 2019; Cui et al.,
2020), we find that respondents who read the vignette are less likely to discriminate against Northeastern faces. Consistent with Rubineau and Fernandez (2013) who show that social networks can
lead to segregation in the workplace, we also find some evidence of homophily.

2

Data and Experimental Design

Ever since Becker (1957), one of the common challenges that has plagued many empirical studies
on discrimination in the labor market is the presence of non-random selection into jobs based on
unobserved tastes. Experimental approaches have become popular as a solution for distinguishing
selection versus causal effects, leading to a large empirical literature (Neumark, 2018). We pursue
such an approach using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a “crowdsourcing marketplace that
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makes it easier for individuals and businesses to outsource their processes and jobs to a distributed
workforce who can perform these tasks virtually.” Although MTurk experiments have limitations,
they are becoming an increasingly active tool for causal inference within the social sciences (Brooks
et al., 2014; Mullinix et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2018).
Before we describe the design of the experiment, we briefly summarize our power calculations
that led to our selection of roughly 1,000 respondents following the best practices of Athey and
Imbens (2017). In particular, we search for the sample size required for an experiment at 10%
treatment effect and 80% power. We find that we need at least 380 responses for each intervention.3
Although that means we need 760 responses in our MTurk experiment, given we are trying to find
the effect of two interventions, we opted for slightly over 1000 respondents for greater power.
We design the MTurk survey as follows. The respondent reads a study description and logs
in with a code to start the survey. Each page contains a time stamp, allowing us to compute the
time allocated to each activity throughout the survey. On the first page, the respondent reads the
internal review board (IRB) terms and conditions, providing his/her consent to proceed with the
study. On the second page, the respondent enters their demographic information (e.g., place of
birth, ethnicity, gender, age, education level, current job).
We present our first treatment on the third page. The respondent is shown three CVs and is
asked to choose a top choice candidate for a job interview. We present a simulated photograph
of the three candidates with their CVs as the treatment, whereas we show the CVs without a
photograph to the control group.4 We randomize across the respondent’s ethnicity, the candidate’s
3

This power calculation is similar to Banerjee et al. (2009) where they used 2409 responses for 6 interventions
with an average of around 400 responses per intervention.
4
Upon starting the survey, the respondent is randomly assigned a set of three CVs in the first round, followed
by a vignette, followed by a second set of three CVs from 5184 possible combinations. The face photo treatment,
the vignette treatment, the gender of the fictitious job applicants, the order, and the positioning of CV templates
are all randomized. See Section A.1 of the Online Appendix for additional details about our construction of the
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data (e.g., gender and education), and the position of the template that the CVs were presented
in (i.e., the location on the CV).5 The respondent chooses the top candidate for a job interview.
Since the respondent is shown three CVs in each of the two rounds of the RCT, we designed
six CV templates. We created 18 fictitious job applicant profiles, which were homogeneous in
all attributes. These 18 fictitious job applicant profiles had Indian names and similar educational
backgrounds. The first names and last names were shortlisted to guarantee that we use names that
were common in all parts of India. For the educational background, all profiles were randomly
assigned moderately high ranked engineering colleges. All profiles had cumulative GPA very
close to 8.5 out of 10. For each MTurk respondent, six out of the 18 fictitious job applicant
profiles were randomly assigned to six CV templates. In addition to the applicant profile, each
of the CVs contained similar information (e.g., technical project and leadership experience). The
randomization ensures that none of the job applicant attributes can lead to selection bias.
Figure 1 shows an example of our simulated faces on three different CVs. In the left-hand-side
example, we show a North-eastern face; in the center, we show a South Indian face; on the righthand-side, we show a North Indian face. Importantly, their CVs are identical across all of their
key margins: the opening statements both emphasize an interest in software development, their
universities are equally prestigious, their degrees, GPAs, and graduation dates are equivalent, their
extracurricular technical projects reflect similar competencies, and their professional development
and leadership experiences are very similar. Our other simulated faces and CVs are similar: our
control group excludes the faces, but contains equally similar CVs in comparison.

[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]
simulated faces.
5
See A.2 in Section A.3 of the Online Appendix.
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The pictures of fictitious job applicants in the treatment group were simulated to avoid obvious
privacy concerns. Since each MTurk respondent would be shown six CVs, we created at least
six simulated faces. We scraped over 3000 original images of real young adults, similar to the
information technology job applicant demographics, from an Indian matrimonial website. We
filtered these images by ethnicity and gender into six distinct groups: (1) North-eastern Indian
Male, (2) North Indian Male, (3) South Indian Male, (4) North-eastern Indian Female, (5) North
Indian Female, (6) South Indian Female, allowing us to draw from different distributions.
Then, we used our algorithm to track 68 anchor points on the facial features in these images.
Using these 68 anchor points, we merged and morphed multiple face images to create simulated
faces in each of the six groups. We trained a convolutional neural network on the original images,
which was used to score the ethnicity of the constructed images.6 Only three images with ethnicity
scores greater than 0.95 were selected in each of the six groups. The 18 AI-generated images which
were used in the experiment are displayed in Figure 2.

[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE]

We present our second treatment on the fourth page. The respondent is either shown a treatment vignette—about the existence of physical appearance-based discrimination—or a control
vignette—a “random” fact about the information technology industry in India. On the fifth page,
the respondent is again shown a new set of three CVs and asked to choose a top choice candidate for a job interview. Our vignette provides information about the incidence of discrimination,
highlighting a news article titled “New research reveals appearance discrimination is making workplaces even more toxic. More than 1 in 4 employees have experienced discrimination due to their
6

We trained a convolutional neural network based image classifier using Keras and Tensorflow to detect the
ethnicity of the simulated image and give a confidence score similar to Krizhevsky et al. (2012)
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looks” as the content for our vignette. In contrast, we presented a general fact about the IT sector
for our control group, highlighting a news article titled "Indian IT industry to reach $191 Bn mark
in FY20: NASSCOM. IT exports are expected to stand at $147 Bn by FY20." The treatment and
control vignette text were homogeneous in font choice, font size, color and all other attributes.
In summary, we received 1004 complete MTurk responses. For each respondent, we have their
gender, age, ethnicity, place of birth, education level, and current location. We found that 74.2%
of the MTurk respondents were male while remaining 25.8% of respondents were female. The
ethnic distribution of MTurks consisted of 2.4% North-east Indians, 27.8% North Indians, and
69.8% South Indians. The median age of the MTurk respondents was 29.8 years. In addition,
65.1% of MTurk respondents had a bachelor’s degree while another 30.7% had a master’s degree.
In preparing the experiment and recruiting respondents, we intentionally sought these proportions
to mimic the distribution of workers in India’s IT sector.7

3

Empirical Strategy and Main Results

We consider least squares regressions of the form:

yik = γ1[F ace] + ζ1[V ignette] + ξ(1[F ace] × 1[V ignette]) + βXi + i

(1)

where yik denotes our measure for whether the respondent ranked a North-eastern Indian as
the top-ranked candidate for the k-th round of the faces intervention, 1[Face] denotes whether the
respondent is shown the simulated candidate’s face, 1[Vignette] denotes whether the respondent
7

In particular, since our paper is about assessing the potential for discrimination against North-eastern Indians,
the small sample of North-eastern respondents is intentional since it mimics the true distribution in the Indian
labor market. If we had a larger sample of North-easterners, one potential explanation behind the failure to detect
discrimination in round two could be composition effects.
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is shown the vignette, and X denotes a vector of individual covariates. Since our treatment is
randomized, the inclusion of X should not affect our estimate of the treatment effect, but we
include controls (age, gender, ethnicity, and birth state) out of an abundance of caution.
If there is discrimination, we should find γ < 0, meaning that North-eastern Indians are less
likely to be top-ranked even with identical profiles (e.g., qualifications). If there is discrimination,
but the vignette offsets the discrimination, then we should find that γ + ξ ≈ 0. We do not have
a strong theoretical prediction for ζ since seeing the vignette should have little influence on the
ranking if an individual is already non-discriminatory.
Table 1 documents our results.8 Beginning with the first round of faces, columns 1 and 2 show
that there is no statistically significant evidence of discrimination against North-eastern faces.
While there is a slight negative association that suggests North-eastern faces are 3 percentage
points (pp) less likely to be top-ranked, we fail to reject the null that the difference is zero. The
lack of statistical significance is especially interesting, and ran counter to our initial expectations,
given that the overwhelming proportion of our sample is not North-eastern (98%) and the fact
that we are running the experiment at a time that discrimination against Asians was thought to
be especially common (Anand, 2020). If discrimination was present, we would expect to see at
least some evidence with a sample that is skewed in favor of non-North-eastern Indians.
We now turn towards the second round of faces, which we present following the vignette.
Column 3 in Table 1 begins by excluding the vignette treatment. We find that North-eastern
profiles are 6pp less likely to be chosen, although it is only significant at the 10% level. This
suggests that there is some evidence of discrimination against North-east Indians, but the lack
8

Table A.3 of Section A.4 of the Online Appendix. We also present additional results in Table A.4 of Section
A.4 in the Online Appendix using an alternative measure of candidate preference with a North-eastern face as the
first or second choice.
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of statistical significance could be driven by the presence of heterogeneous treatment effects with
the second treatment. However, as we discussed earlier in the design of the experiment, we
also introduced a vignette into the second phase of the experiment to assess how the provision
of information about discrimination could influence respondents’ ratings of North-eastern faces.
When we introduce the vignette treatment in round two and its interaction with whether the
respondent was shown a face in round 1, we find that respondents who are shown a face (and not
shown the vignette) are 15pp less likely to rank a North-eastern face at the top, but those who are
shown the vignette are actually 3pp more likely to choose a North-eastern face (= −0.15 + 0.18).
Finally, we allow for heterogeneity based on the respondents’ answer to the question “do you
blame China?” about the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic. As we discussed earlier, we ask
the question because North-eastern Indian faces bear greater resemblance to Asian faces, thereby
helping us understand whether our effects are amplified by the pandemic. We find little evidence of
heterogeneous treatment effects. If anything, respondents who answer “yes” are slightly less likely
to discriminate against North-eastern (-14pp versus -17pp) than those who answer “no.” However,
the vignette treatment is marginally more powerful for those who respond “no”: showing the
vignette, among the sample of respondents who are shown a face, raises the probability that a
respondent ranks a North-eastern face as the first pick by 4pp, compared with 2pp for those who
respond “yes,” although the results are not statistically different from one another.

[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE]
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4

Understanding the Mechanisms and Implications

Our main results suggest that there is evidence of discrimination in the second wave of faces that
we show respondents, but not the first, which may appear odd. We begin by providing suggestive
evidence that these results are consistent with models of homophily (McPherson et al., 2001).
If individuals have limited attention, then respondents in our experiment might allocate more
time towards the first or two round of pictures, but less towards the second. In situations where
attention is scarce, then respondents might default to simple heuristics, like similar ethinicity, in
forming expectations about the candidate’s expected productivity (Bartos et al., 2016).
Given that MTurk experiments are conducted quickly and respondents are completing many
surveys, respondents have a sense of urgency when completing their answers. Among those who
were shown a face with the first round of profiles, they may have thought these were the only
profiles that they would be tasked with ranking. However, when tasked with the second round
of faces following the vignette, respondents may have felt a greater pressure to simply finish the
survey. If respondents allocate much less time towards evaluating the details of a profile, then
they might defer to the more salient characteristics, like an individual’s looks.
We begin by documenting differences in the allocation of time towards these two sets of ratings
in Figure 3. Conditional on seeing faces on the CV, the figure shows that the time allocated towards
the first round of profile evaluations is nearly twice as large (a median of 4.2 minutes versus 2.5
minutes). Moreover, the dispersion is nearly twice as large (6.3 minutes versus 3). Time allocated
towards viewing a page has been used as a proxy for attentiveness (Gabaix et al., 2006). While we
cannot know with certainty the source of these differences in the allocation of time to the first and
second round of CV evaluations, it is possible that the MTurk respondent jointly determines the
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“time involved in responding” and the “nature of the response” such that they revert to heuristics
and take less time in the second round. In this sense, respondents might be more likely to engage
in discrimination when they are in a rush, especially in an industry where none should exist.
[INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE]
We now more rigorously relate rankings and the allocation of time with the treatment. We
create an indicator equal to one for respondents who initially ranked a North-eastern face first in
round one, but subsequently did not rank a North-eastern face first in round two. Similarly, we set
the indicator equal to one if the opposite is true—that is, if the respondent ranked a North-eastern
face first in round two, but not round one. Using this measure of “switchers,” we run two sets of
regressions. The first regresses an indicator for whether the respondent is the same ethnicity as
the top ranked CV in the second round on interactions between indicators for seeing a face and
being a switcher, conditional on controls. The second simply changes the outcome variable to the
logged time allocated towards the first and second rounds.
Table 2 documents these results. We find that switchers who do not see a face are less likely
to be the same ethnicity as the top choice of the face displayed in their set of CVs in round two.
That is intuitive given that respondents, on average, have a higher chance of selecting a different
ethnicity. However, once we allow for an interaction between seeing a face and being a switcher,
we find that they are 10pp more likely to be the same ethnicity (column 2). Moreover, we find that
switchers allocate 21% more time towards viewing the first round of faces even after controlling
for time allocated towards the second round (column 4). However, they allocate 13% less time
towards viewing the second round of faces, conditional on the time they allocated towards the first
round (column 6).9 In other words, individuals who see a face are more likely to switch towards
9

These probabilities are relative to non-switchers in the respective rounds. That is, someone is labeled a switcher
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choosing a candidate of the same ethnicity as the top rank and that probability is associated with
differences in the allocation of time between the first and second rounds of evaluating CVs.
[INSERT TABLE 2 HERE]
In unreported regressions, we have also explored whether these results are coming from individuals who switch from ranking a North-eastern first in the initial round versus those who switch
to ranking a North-eastern face first. Conditional on seeing a face, we find that those who switch
from ranking a North-eastern face first in the initial round are 0.116pp (p-value = 0.037) more
likely to be the same ethnicity as the CV in the treatment and that those who switch to ranking a
North-eastern face first in the second round are 0.34pp (p-value = 0.00) less likely to be the same
ethnicity as the face in the treatment. In this sense, those who were “fair” in the first round defer
to heuristics in the second round, relative to those who may have not been fair in the first round
and update for the second round.
To further investigate whether these results about perceptions of North-eastern faces are consistent with models of homophily, we conduct an entirely new exercise.10 Specifically, we turn
towards additional evidence from observational data, namely: how do companies market themselves to future employees? Focusing on the top 100 companies in India’s Nifty 500 stock index, we
scraped the images on each company’s recruiting and leadership pages on their website, producing
roughly 2,500 images. Using the same machine learning classifier that we used to simulate faces
in our experiment, we categorized images by gender (male/female) and ethnicity (North Indian,
North Eastern Indian, South Indian, Caucasian, other Asian, and Black).11
if the choose a North-eastern face in round one, but not round two, or if they choose one in round two, but not
round one. Non-switchers are those who choose neither in both or choose a North-eastern face in both.
10
See Section A.5 of the Online Appendix for more details about our data gathering process and the characteristics
of these firms.
11
We conducted the classification using a neural network programmed in Python using TensorFlow, which includes
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The information technology sector is especially unique in that Caucasian faces were much
more likely to be represented in company recruiting and leadership pages. Figure 4 documents the
distribution of gender and ethnicity for the recruiting and leadership pages across these companies.
While women are almost equally represented in the recruiting pages, which we suspect matters
comparatively more for prospective employees, we see stark differences in the representation of
different ethnicities across firms located in different areas. For example, North-eastern faces only
appear 4.76% of the time in recruiting pages (7.98% in leadership pages), whereas Northern faces
are by far the most common at 50.77% (and 62.25% for leadership pages).

[INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE]

Can homophily help explain these differences? To gauge the presence of homophily, we examine
whether there is a relationship between the location of the firm and its ethnic representation in
the recruiting pages. Figure 5 documents the distribution of ethnicity by firm region. Focusing
on North-eastern faces, we see that firms in Northern India are roughly 7pp less likely to reside in
the North-east: for example, the median firm in the North-east has roughly 15% of faces that look
North-eastern, whereas firms in the North have 8%. We also see even larger differences for firms
located in the South and in the West. Interestingly, Northern faces are much more common across
firms and the median share of faces that look Northern (or Southern) are much more balanced
across the four regions centered around 60% (or 20% for Southern).
These results are also consistent with our primary experiment. In particular, Table 1 showed
that Northern Indians are 17pp less likely to rank a North-eastern face first in the second round
the Keras package that allows us to create models with multiple layers. The neural network was trained with around
700 images and validated with 300 images. The rest of the images were then classified using the trained neural
network and manually checked to avoid any errors.
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of faces, relative to those who are North-eastern. (South Indians are also 0.11pp less likely, but
these results were not significant at the 10% level.)

[INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE]

5

Conclusion

While there is a large literature about the presence of discrimination in the labor market, there is
little evidence about whether discrimination in physical appearance affects labor market outcomes.
If discrimination related to physical appearance raises the cost of searching and matching in a labor
market, migrants might be disproportionately affected in searching for jobs in regions where their
physical appearance might stand out. While the migration literature has talked about economic
and psychic costs of moving (Sjaastad, 1962), there is scant evidence on how physical appearance
might introduce a non-pecuniary cost in moving to faraway locations in search of employment.
To understand the potential for physical appearance to lead to discrimination in the labor market and affect career mobility, we design and implement a randomized experiment that builds upon
anecdotal evidence of discrimination against North-eastern Indians who look physically similar to
many Asians. Using AI and computer rendering methods to simulate faces, we construct CVs
that reflect an average applicant in India’s the information technology sector. Our experimental
subjects either see three indistinguishable CVs without photographs (control group) or three indistinguishable CVs with photographs (treatment group) that reflect variation in physical appearance
alone. Among those who receive the treatment, one of the three synthetic faces is North-eastern.
Moreover, for both the treated and control groups, we introduce a second intervention that provides respondents with a vignette that raises awareness about discrimination to assess how the
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provision of information alters possible bias. While half of both groups are shown the vignette, the
remainder is shown a placebo. We subsequently ask all respondents to rank another set of CVs.
Like the first round, the control group is shown a set of indistinguishable CVs and the treatment
group is shown another set of indistinguishable CVs with three new AI-generated faces.
To our surprise, we found no evidence of discrimination in the first round. However, when we
randomize the provision of information about the presence of discrimination in the labor market
via the vignette, we find that North-eastern faces are 6% less likely to be ranked first. Moreover,
we show that these effects are concentrated among those who do not see the vignette: among those
who see a face, the vignette more than offsets the potential for discrimination against North-eastern
faces. While we cannot provide conclusive evidence on the mechanism, we examine whether the
results are consistent with theories of homophily and limited attention. We show that respondents
allocated roughly half as much time towards evaluating CVs in the second round. Moreover, those
who saw a face and switched from selecting a North-eastern face were more likely to be the same
ethnicity as the face that they selected. In fact, those who did not see a face are actually less to
share the same ethnicity as the CV that they selected as the top ranked candidate.
Our results underscore the importance of behavioral biases that can arise under situations when
attention is scarce. However, one limitation is potentially that our experiment was conducted at a
time of heightened tension between China and India. While there is evidence that discrimination
dates back even further (Sugden, 2012), we cannot rule out this possibility. Further research is
needed to understand how these biases that are present in the vetting of potential employees may
propagate throughout a firm and/or over the course of an individual’s career. Moreover, further
research is needed to quantify the aggregate costs of behavioral biases on search and matching in
the labor market. Nonetheless, our results provide one step forward in clarifying when and how
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behavioral biases can emerge, especially in a post-COVID-19 world here face-to-face interactions
between workers and hiring managers might be constrained and hiring managers might be sifting
through digital resumes to select candidates.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1: The Effects of Showing Faces on North-east Indian Selection
Dep. var. =

Top-ranked NE (Round 1)

Face shown

(1)
-.03
[.03]

(2)
-.03
[.03]

(3)
-.06∗
[.03]

.00
1004
No
All

-.00
[.00]
-.03
[.03]
-.09
[.10]
-.09
[.10]
.00
1004
Yes
All

.00
[.00]
.05
[.03]
-.17∗
[.10]
-.14
[.10]
.01
1004
Yes
All

Top-ranked NE (Round 2)

Vignette shown
× Face shown
Age
Male
North Indian
South Indian
R-squared
Sample Size
Controls
Sample

(4)
-.15∗∗∗
[.04]
-.08∗
[.04]
.18∗∗∗
[.06]
.00
[.00]
.04
[.03]
-.17∗
[.10]
-.14
[.10]
.02
1004
Yes
All

(5)
-.14∗∗
[.05]
-.08
[.06]
.17∗∗
[.08]
-.00
[.00]
-.01
[.05]
-.19
[.13]
-.15
[.12]
.02
581
Yes
Blame China

(6)
-.17∗∗∗
[.06]
-.09
[.07]
.21∗∗
[.09]
.01
[.00]
.10∗∗
[.05]
-.12
[.19]
-.11
[.18]
.04
423
Yes
No Blame

Notes.—Source: M-Turk Experiment. The table reports the coefficients associated with regressions of an indicator for whether a Northeastern Indian was the top-ranked candidate in round-k of the experiment on an indicator for the treatment (whether the simulated face
on the profile was shown), an indicator for whether the vignette to potentially counter discrimination was shown, and their interaction,
conditional on age, male, and ethnicity (normalized to North-eastern). The last two columns partition based on the respondent’s
answer to the question "do you think China should be blamed" in relation to the recent COVID-19 pandemic. Standard errors are
heteroskedasticity-robust.
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Table 2: Examining Differences Among “Switchers”
Dep. var. =

Same Ethnicity (Round 2)

Switcher

(1)
-.16∗∗∗
[.03]

Face
× Switcher

(2)
-.21∗∗∗
[.04]
-.08∗
[.04]
.10∗
[.06]

log(Time on Round 1)

log(Time on Round 2)

(3)
-.03
[.07]
-.08
[.07]
.19∗
[.10]

(5)
.06
[.07]
.07
[.06]
-.04
[.09]

(6)
.07
[.06]
.11∗∗
[.06]
-.13
[.08]

.05
1004
Yes

.45∗∗∗
[.03]
.28
1004
Yes

log(Round 2, min)

(4)
-.06
[.06]
-.12∗∗
[.06]
.21∗∗
[.09]
.55∗∗∗
[.04]

log(Round 1, min)
R-squared
Sample Size
Controls

.04
1004
Yes

.05
1004
Yes

.06
1004
Yes

.29
1004
Yes

Notes.—Source: M-Turk Experiment. The table reports the coefficients associated with regressions of an indicator for whether the
individual is the same ethnicity as their chosen top candidate in the second round, the logged time (in seconds) allocated towards
choosing among the three CVs in round 1, and the logged time allocated towards choosing among the three CVs in round 2 on an
indicator for whether the individual ’switched’, whether they saw faces with the CVs, their interaction, and conditional on age, gender,
and ethnicity fixed effects. “Switchers’ are those who choose a North-eastern face in round 1, but not round 2, or in round 2, but not
round 1. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust.

Source: Author simulations. The figure shows examples of North-eastern Indian (left), South Indian (center), and North Indian faces (right), together with their observationally
equivalent CVs, that are used in the first round of the treatment.

Figure 1: Examples of Randomized Simulated Faces and CVs
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Figure 2: List of Simulated Faces for Experimental Design

Northeast Indian Male

Northeast Indian Female

North Indian Male

North Indian Female

South Indian Male

South Indian Female

Source: Author simulations. The figure shows the set of 18 simulated faces for male and female North-eastern, Northern, and Southern
Indians.
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0

.05

.1

Density
.15

.2

.25

Figure 3: Distribution of Time Allocated on Evaluating Profiles

0

10

20
30
Time Spent (minutes) | Face == 1
Round 1

40

Round 2

Median time allocated for round 1 (2) treatment = 4.22 (2.48) minutes

Source: M-Turk Experiment. The figure reports the distribution of time allocated towards evaluating the profiles for the first round
and second round (after the vignette) conditional on seeing a face. Time is measured in minutes.
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Figure 4: Ethnic Breakdown for Top 100 Indian Companies

Source: Authors’ calculations. The figures plot the distribution of ethnicities across the largest 100 Indian firms using roughly 2,500
extracted images from the company recruitment pages, categorizing each each into an ethnicity based on our machine learning algorithm
used for simulating faces.
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Figure 5: Distribution of Ethnicity by Firm Region

Source: Authors’ calculations. The figures plot the distribution of ethnicities across the largest 100 Indian firms using roughly 2,500
extracted images from the company recruitment pages, categorizing each each into an ethnicity based on our machine learning algorithm
used for simulating faces. The firm region refers to the location that the firm is based.
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A

Online Appendix

A.1

Supplement to the Simulation of Faces

To conduct an ethical randomized experiment where we are not releasing sensitive data on actual
people, we construct simulated CVs with artificially-constructed information about their education, experience, and other background. Here, we describe our method for constructing realistic
simulated faces by drawing upon two sample faces. These two candidates provided their formal
permission to use their photo for the purposes of describing the research in this paper.
For us to create realistic simulated faces, we first obtained a large sample of face images so that
we could train a classifier to recognize the patterns that define faces across India and its various
sub-ethnicities. We web scraped real face images of young adults from an Indian matrimonial site.
We created a repository of over 3000 images in total. For each of three ethnicities—North-east
Indian, South Indian and North Indian—we scraped images of 500 males and 500 females each.
We take pairs real face images and find the 68 points of facial features using Dlib face landmark
detector for both the images. The facial features marked by the 68 points are listed in Table A.1.
Using the pixel location of the 68 facial feature points, we create a face mask for both the images.
In Figure A.1, the facial features are marked by blue lines and the face is marked by red box.
We use the 68 facial feature points to extract one of the face masks. This face mask is warped
using Affine Transform to fit the shape of the other face mask. The extent of the warping is
controlled by the Alpha channel value selected as seen in Figure A.2. After warping the first face
mask, it is placed on the second face. The edge pixels of the warped face mask are blended with
the host face and we implement a color transfer to a new simulated face as seen in Figure A.3.
We find that the algorithm generates the most realistic simulated faces when the parent photos
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have similar a shape, orientation, and lighting.
In order to find the most realistic simulated faces, we trained a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) using Keras and Tensorflow to learn the facial features from the real faces that were scraped
from the website. Then, we use this CNN to score all of the algorithmically generated simulated
faces to gauge their realism and validate that they actually match the different ethnic features of
actual Indian faces. We select the top three simulated faces in each of the six groups based on
their highest scores.
Figure A.1: Facial feature points detected using Dlib face landmark detector

Source: Authors’ design. The figure marks the 68 facial features (in blue) on source face (left) and target face (right) using Dlib face
landmark detector
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Figure A.2: Variation of Alpha Channel Warping

Source: Authors’ design. The figure shows the variation of alpha channel value: (1) α=0.2, (2) α=0.4, (3) α=0.6, (4) α=0.8.

Table A.1: Facial Features and the Corresponding Dlib Point
Features

Points Range

Jaw line
Left eyebrow
Right eyebrow
Nose bridge
Lower nose
Left eye
Right Eye
Outer lip
Inner lip

Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

1 to 17
18 to 22
23 to 27
28 to 31
31 to 36
37 to 42
43 to 48
49 to 60
61 to 68
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Figure A.3: Method of generating the simulated Faces

Step 1: Two real human face photos taken in same sangle and lighting conditions are selected (source Image is on Left
while target image is on right). The 68 feature points on both the face are marked using Dlib library.

Step 2: Face Mask of the source image is extracted (left) and warped to fit the shape of target mask (right)

Step 3: Face mask placed on target face before blending

Step 4: Final synthetic face after blending: Without color transfer (left) and With color transfer (right)
Source: Authors’ design. The figure shows the process of algorithmic generation of a simulated face from two real human faces. This
process was used to generate all 18 simulated faces for the experimental design.
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A.2

Supplement to M-Turk Survey Design

We now provide additional details about the design of our survey experiment. Figure A.4 illustrates
the different steps in the process and the two treatments. Figure A.5 shows a picture of the first
page of the survey, instructing the respondent that they are participating in a CV ranking survey.
We start with our initial approximate sample of 1,000 MTurkers. After asking them if they
consent to taking the survey, we collect demographic information about the respondent. We
subsequently implement the first treatment, which provides the three sets of CVs to the control
group without faces shown and the three sets of CVs with the faces shown. Figure A.6 illustrates
an example of these sets of CVs with faces, showing the observational equivalence across each one.
After collecting these responses, we further partition both groups of respondents into additional
treatment and control groups for the vignette for the second and final intervention. Like before, we
show three sets of CVs with and without faces, but the treatment group is also shown a vignette
right before about the incidence of discrimination in the Indian labor market. Figure A.7 shows
the actual text of the vignette and the control information.
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Figure A.4: Experimental Design Flow

Source: Authors’ design. The figure shows the multiple possible paths of web page flow for a M-Turk due to randomization.
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Figure A.5: M-Turk Instruction on the first page of the survey

Source: Authors’ design. The figure shows the instructions that the MTurk sees on the first page of the survey where the MTurk has
read the instructions and enter the right PIN code to start the survey. The generic instruction makes the MTurk think this survey is a
CV ranking study
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Figure A.6: The Six Different CV Designs

Source: Authors’ design. The figure shows the 6 different CV designs for one of the simulated faces. With 18 simulated faces and 6
resume designs, we have 108 CVs with faces (used for treatment) and 108 CVs without faces (used for control)
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Figure A.7: Treatment and Control Vignette

Source: Authors’ design. The figure shows that the treatment vignette (top) and control vignette (bottom) are identical in font and
other style.
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A.3

Supplement to Sample Characterization

We begin by validating that the randomization was implemented properly. If the CVs were randomized across our sample of MTurk respondents, then we should find no statistical association
between any individual demographic characteristics, such as age and education, and the treatment
(e.g., seeing a face or the vignette). Table A.2 documents these results. As expected, we find no
statistical associations across any of the specifications: neither the face nor vignette treatments
are associated with respondent demographics, consistent with our randomization strategy.
Table A.2: Validating the Reliability of the Randomization

Dep. var. =
Face shown
Vignette shown
× Face shown
R-squared
Sample Size

Age

Male North

South

College

College+

(1)
-.58
[.69]
-.64
[.72]
.01
[.95]
.00
1004

(2)
.01
[.04]
-.03
[.04]
.03
[.06]
.00
1004

(4)
.02
[.04]
.00
[.04]
-.04
[.06]
.00
1004

(5)
-.02
[.04]
.01
[.04]
.08
[.06]
.00
1004

(6)
.01
[.04]
-.02
[.04]
-.06
[.06]
.00
1004

(3)
-.03
[.04]
-.01
[.04]
.04
[.06]
.00
1004

Notes.—Source: M-Turk Experiment. The table reports the coefficients associated with regressions of various demographic characteristics (age, male indicator, Northern ethnicity indicator, Southern ethnicity indicator, college attainment, masters/PhD attainment) on
an indicator for seeing a face, the vignette, and their interaction. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust.

We now examine the ethnic distribution of our sample, relative to the population of IT sector
workers. We obtain these statistics from Taeube (2004) who provides information on the share
of workers in the software industry (his Table 5). Specifically, he finds that the share of South,
North, and North-eastern Indians is 49%, 31%, and 8%, respectively. After scaling these by 0.88
(since 12% of the population corresponds with the “other” category, we obtain our proxy for the
population of IT workers, which we summarize in Figure A.8. Compared with the true population,
our sample over-samples South Indians and under-samples North Indians. However, demographic
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differences, including ethnicity, are not correlated with the treatment.
Figure A.8: Comparison of Population and Sample Distribution, by Ethnicity

Source: Authors’ calculations. The table shows the ethnic distribution between the population in India and the respondents in our
sample. We obtained data on the population for each region and allocated each sub-region to the three categories of North, Northeastern, and South based on the results from Table 5 in Taeube (2004).

A.4

Supplement to Main Results

We begin by examining the robustness of our results to a logit estimator, rather than our linear
probability model in the main text. Table A.3 documents these results. Like our baseline results,
we find that seeing a face is associated with a statistically significant decline in the probability of
ranking a North-eastern face first in the second intervention (column 3), but not the first (columns
1-2). We also see that the vignette more than offsets the marginal effect of seeing a face. The
consistency with our main results that use a linear probability model give us confidence that our
results are not a spurious reflection of specification problems.
We now examine the sensitivity of our results to altering our proxy for candidate preference
using an indicator for whether a North-eastern face is chosen as rank one OR two out of the three
choices that are presented to them. We replicate Table 1 following the modified definition in Table
A.4. Starting with columns 1 and 2, we find that the probability of ranking a North-eastern face
based on seeing a face in the first round of the treatment is not statistically significant. Turning
towards our second treatment, we find similar, but less statistically significant, results in columns
3 to 6. Like before, seeing the vignette offsets the effects of seeing a face.
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Table A.3: Robustness on Baseline Effects Using Logit Estimator

Dep. var. =

Top-ranked NE (Round 1)

Face shown

(1)
-.03
[.03]

Top-ranked NE (Round 2)

(2)
-.03
[.03]

(3)
-.06∗
[.03]

.00
[.00]
.05
[.03]
-.16∗
[.09]
-.13
[.09]

(4)
-.15∗∗∗
[.04]
-.08∗
[.04]
.18∗∗∗
[.06]
.00
[.00]
.05
[.03]
-.16∗
[.09]
-.13
[.09]

(5)
-.14∗∗∗
[.05]
-.08
[.05]
.17∗∗
[.08]
-.00
[.00]
-.01
[.05]
-.18∗
[.11]
-.13
[.11]

(6)
-.17∗∗∗
[.06]
-.08
[.06]
.21∗∗
[.09]
.00
[.00]
.10∗∗
[.05]
-.11
[.16]
-.09
[.15]

-.00
[.00]
-.03
[.03]
-.08
[.09]
-.09
[.09]
1004
Yes
All

1004
Yes
All

1004
Yes
All

581
Yes
Blame China

423
Yes
No Blame

Vignette shown
× Face shown
Age
Male
North Indian
South Indian
R-squared
Sample Size
Controls
Sample

1004
No
All

Notes.—Source: M-Turk Experiment. The table reports the marginal effects associated with logit regressions of an indicator for whether
a North-eastern Indian was the top-ranked candidate in round-k of the experiment on an indicator for the treatment (whether the
simulated face on the profile was shown), an indicator for whether the vignette to potentially counter discrimination was shown, and
their interaction, conditional on age, male, and ethnicity (normalized to North-eastern). The last two columns partition based on the
respondent’s answer to the question "do you think China should be blamed" in relation to the recent COVID-19 pandemic. Standard
errors are heteroskedasticity-robust.
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Table A.4: Robustness on North-east Indian Selection Using First or Second Choices
Dep. var. =

Top/Second-ranked NE (Round 1)

Face shown

(1)
-.03
[.03]

(2)
-.03
[.03]

(3)
-.04
[.03]

.00
1004
No
All

-.00
[.00]
-.06∗
[.04]
-.01
[.10]
-.04
[.10]
.00
1004
Yes
All

.00
[.00]
-.00
[.04]
-.20∗∗
[.08]
-.22∗∗∗
[.08]
.01
1004
Yes
All

Top/Second-ranked NE (Round 2)

Vignette shown
× Face shown
Age
Male
North Indian
South Indian
R-squared
Sample Size
Controls
Sample

(4)
-.07
[.04]
-.04
[.04]
.06
[.06]
.00
[.00]
-.00
[.04]
-.20∗∗
[.08]
-.22∗∗∗
[.08]
.01
1004
Yes
All

(5)
-.03
[.06]
-.03
[.06]
.03
[.08]
-.00
[.00]
-.04
[.05]
-.24∗∗∗
[.09]
-.27∗∗∗
[.09]
.01
581
Yes
Blame China

(6)
-.14∗∗
[.07]
-.05
[.07]
.10
[.10]
.01∗
[.00]
.05
[.05]
-.07
[.16]
-.09
[.16]
.02
423
Yes
No Blame

Notes.—Source: M-Turk Experiment. The table reports the coefficients associated with regressions of an indicator for whether a Northeastern Indian was the top or second -ranked candidate in round-k of the experiment on an indicator for the treatment (whether the
simulated face on the profile was shown), an indicator for whether the vignette to potentially counter discrimination was shown, and
their interaction, conditional on age, male, and ethnicity (normalized to North-eastern). The last two columns partition based on the
respondent’s answer to the question "do you think China should be blamed" in relation to the recent COVID-19 pandemic. Standard
errors are heteroskedasticity-robust.
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A.5

Supplement to Additional Validation Exercise

We now describe the additional exercise that we conducted for robustness. Specifically, we examine
the images from the top 100 companies in the Nifty 500. The images were taken from the leadership
and recruiting pages of the companies. We extracted a total of over 2000 pictures and categorized
them by ethnicity and gender. Figure A.9 provides a simple characterization of the data that we
extracted across a sample of firms, allowing us to see the firm name, industry, market capitalization,
and more (especially region).
To better understand the content on websites that we surveyed, Figure A.10 shows an example
board of directors from one of the companies in our sample. Specifically, we gather the images
from the leadership and recruiting pages. This company, Hindustan Petroleum, is a natural gas
and oil company. Figure A.11 provides an example of the recruiting page for another company,
Leyland Ashok, one of India’s top automobile companies.
To better understand the ethnic distribution of the companies in our sample, we partition India
into four regions—North, South, West, and East—and plot the number of companies across each
of them. Figure A.12 documents these results, displaying that we observe 5 companies located in
East India, 24 in North India, 16 in South India, and 55 in West India.
In addition to detailing the regional breakdown, we also examine the correlation between
the different ethnicities and the regions in Figure A.13. A positive correlation is denoted by a
(dark) blue dots and a negative correlation by (dark) red dots. While some of the correlations
are self-evident, importantly, we find a strong positive correlation between North-eastern Indians
faces appearing on company websites of east Indian companies and a negative correlation between
Caucasian faces and companies in southern India.

Source: Authors’ data. The figure shows a snapshot of the data collected from Indian companies part of India’s Nifty500 Index.

Figure A.9: Example of Firm Characteristics
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Figure A.10: Example of a Firm Leadership Page

Source: Authors’ data collection. The figure shows an example of some of the leadership pages part of India’s Nifty500 Index.

Figure A.11: Example of a Recruiting Page

Source: Authors’ data collection. The figure shows an example of a career page from the India’s Nifty500 Index.
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Figure A.12: Regional Distribution of Company Headquarters

Source: Authors’ data collection. The figure plots the distribution of firms across the different regions using the sample of companies
from India’s Nifty500 Index.

Figure A.13: Correlation Matrix of Region and Ethnicity

Source: Authors’ calculations. The figure plots the correlation matrix for each of the main variables included in our sample of firms
from India’s Nifty500 Index.

